
PRESS RELEASE

Moissac, January 25th, 2019 - Lovita®, the red-fleshed plum selected by French Fruit Lovers,
attracted many visitors at Fruit Attraction, a trade fair held in Madrid, and it will be in Berlin
from 6 to 8, February, 2019 at the Fruit Logistica trade fair, where its creators expect to
meet future partners.

Lovita® the red-fleshed plum selected by French Fruit Lovers, will be at the Fruit Logistica fair in Berlin from
February 6rh to February 8th 2019, stall E-14, Hall 22. Lovita® attracted many visitors at the Fruit Attraction fair
held in Madrid. The managers of French Fruit Lovers met up with some of the key players and sparked their
interest in the product's marketing potential and expansion projects. In Berlin, partnership talks will take place
in an exhibition stall entirely dedicated to Lovita®.

Visitors, journalists and market players alike discovered the plum at the Madrid fair, and all were pleasantly
surprised by its  heart-shape aspect and red flesh.  They spoke with one voice: visitors  were delighted with
Lovita®'s gustative qualities. Market players, producers, packing stations and distributors were equally seduced
by Lovita® and many partnership talks were initiated. As to the press, journalists also praised the plum, Business
France described Lovita® as a « sweet, heart-shaped, delicious treat » on its Twitter page.

In addition to its visual and gustative qualities, its conservation qualities - from September to December - in a
controlled atmosphere,  appealed  especially  to  distributors  seeking  novelty  and quality  products  for  their
customers.

Having tested the fruit for over 10 years in their orchards, Sébastien Rispe y Benoît Escande, nurserymen and
founding members of French Fruit Lovers, have recently reserved 8 hectares of their lands in Moissac (France)
for Lovita®. They are delighted by the enthusiasm the plum has aroused: «Lovita® is a gem ! This month alone
we  received  requests  for  plantations  for  nearly  30  hectares!  Producers  are  well  aware  of  its  potential
agronomic efficiency and they do not intend to wait in line.» The Berlin trade fair will provide an opportunity for
the editor to enter into partnership agreements with some of the major market players.

Lovita® will  be available in  marketplaces  as  early  as  September  2019,  from the first  plantations  made in
France, Spain and Portugal.

Lovita® (a 'prunus salicina'  variety) is  a heart-shaped, red-fleshed plum. Being juicy and very sweet -  over 20 %Brix,  its
gustative and aesthetic qualities persist throughout the conservation period, from September to December. It is the first
variety selected by French Fruit Lovers, a French fruit variety editor based in Moissac (France), and the fruit of the work of
producer-nurserymen Sébastien RISPE and Benoît ESCANDE, both heirs to several generations of producers, and Sébastien
GUY, who specialises in the marketing development of fruit.
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